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	Generators 	Industry/Usage 	Construction 
	Agriculture 
	Camping/RV 
	Leisure 
	Mobile Catering/Events 
	Back Up (Commercial) 
	Back Up (Residential) 
	Continuous Run/Offgrid 
	Inverter 
	Three Phase Generators 
	CLEARANCE 


	Fuel Type 	Petrol 
	Diesel 
	Natural Gas 
	LPG 
	Solar 


	Output 	<2kW 
	2-5kW 
	5-10kW 
	10-100kW 


	Brands 	Hyundai 
	Champion 
	Endress 
	Pramac 
	Gude 
	Honda 
	ITC 
	Matrix 
	P1PE 
	Kraft Hertz 
	Bass Polska 
	Kohler-SDMO 
	Warrior 
	Kipor 
	Briggs & Stratton 




	Power Tools 	Product Type 	Electrical & Petrol Pressure Washers 
	Strimmers 
	Water Pumps 
	Drills 
	Tool Chests 
	Multitools 
	Welding 
	Air Compressor 
	Mini Dumpers 
	Vehicle Accessories 


	Usage 	Garden 
	Home Workshop 
	Industrial 
	Construction 
	Agriculture 


	Fuel Type 	Petrol 
	Diesel 
	Battery 
	Wired Plug 


	Brand 	Hyundai 
	P1PE 
	Pramac 
	Warrior Eco 
	Champion 
	Zipper 




	Renewables 	Products 	Portable 240 Volt Batteries 
	UPS – Standby Power 


	Renewable Energy Kits 	Home Off Grid Kits 
	Campervan/Boat Off Grid Kits 
	Easy Solar Kits 
	Electric Vehicle Charging Kits 
	Off Grid Lighting Kits 


	Power Sources 	Solar Panels 
	Wind Turbines 




	Accessories 	Products 	Generator Covers 
	Leads and Cables 
	Generator Oil 


	Brands 	Champion Accessories 




	Spares/Servicing 	Servicing 
	Spares 
	Installation 
	Generator Advice 
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 Free Shipping
  For all order in the UK 
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 Secure Shopping
  Guaranteed secure shopping 
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 Support 24/7
  We offer 24 hour support 
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 Price Match
  Ask about our price match services 
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 Buy Generators from Generator Pro   


 Here at Generator Pro, we offer a comprehensive range of generators covering everything from portable generators to diesel generators and much more. All of the generators we have for sale are from well-known industry brands and are designed to provide a reliable power supply. We have been supplying generators to both individuals and commercial customers throughout the UK for a number of years. At Generator Pro, we make it easy for our customers to buy generators and that’s one of the reasons we offer both a price match promise and free delivery. We specialise in new generators and our expert team are always on hand to assist and answer questions about our generators for sale.
 







	Sale![image: EcoFlow RIVER Mini Portable Power Station]EcoFlow RIVER Mini Portable Power Station
 £498.00 £298.00 inc. VAT
Read more



	Sale![image: Champion 3200 Watt Petrol Generator]Champion 3200 Watt Petrol Generator
 £398.99 £388.00 inc. VAT
Read more



	Sale![image: PPT Powerpack Pro 2000]PPT Powerpack Pro 2000
 £1,940.99 £1,740.99 inc. VAT
Add to basket



	Sale![image: Pramac GA13000 13KVA/13KW LPG OR GAS Home Backup Generator]Pramac GA13000 13KVA/13KW LPG OR GAS Home Backup Generator
 £5,900.00 £4,916.48 inc. VAT
Add to basket



	Sale![image: Green Gear GE-7000UK LPG 7.5kW 240V/110V Generator]Green Gear GE-7000UK LPG 7.5kW 240V/110V Generator
 £1,499.99 £1,399.00 inc. VAT
Add to basket



	Sale![image: 15KW Zero-Transfer Uninterrupted Power Supply (UPS) System with 24KWH Energy Storage]15KW Zero-Transfer Uninterrupted Power Supply (UPS) System with 24KWH Energy Storage
 £8,999.99 £6,287.00 inc. VAT
Add to basket



	Sale![image: 3.6Kw 48V Complete Off-Grid Solar Power System With 12 X 300W Solar Panels, 5Kw Hybrid Inverter And 24Kwh Battery Bank]3.6Kw 48V Complete Off-Grid Solar Power System With 12 X 300W Solar Panels, 5Kw Hybrid Inverter And 24Kwh Battery Bank
 £9,999.99 £7,489.00 inc. VAT
Add to basket



	Sale![image: Kohler SDMO Technic 6500 UK 6500W Long Run Petrol Generator]Kohler SDMO Technic 6500 UK 6500W Long Run Petrol Generator
 £2,849.99 £1,966.80 inc. VAT
Add to basket



	Sale![image: Champion 9000 Watt Petrol Generator CPG9000E2]Champion 9000 Watt Petrol Generator CPG9000E2
 £1,234.00 £1,186.80 inc. VAT
Add to basket



	Sale![image: Hyundai 2000w Portable Petrol Inverter Generator HY2000Si]Hyundai 2000w Portable Petrol Inverter Generator HY2000Si
 £762.14 £365.00 inc. VAT
Add to basket



	Sale![image: Hyundai DHY8000SELR 6kW Silenced Long Run Diesel Generator]Hyundai DHY8000SELR 6kW Silenced Long Run Diesel Generator
 £2,108.34 £1,299.00 inc. VAT
Add to basket



	Sale![image: Hyundai DHY12500SE 10kW/12.5kVA 230v Mains Standby Silenced Diesel Generator]Hyundai DHY12500SE 10kW/12.5kVA 230v Mains Standby Silenced Diesel Generator
 £5,899.99 £3,985.00 inc. VAT
Add to basket
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 Our Generators For Sale

We have a great range of generators for sale and our generators are suitable for everything from camping to welding and much more. Understanding the type of generator you need is difficult and that’s why we are always on hand to provide support. As one of the leading generator suppliers in the UK, we have developed a well-known reputation for the quality of the generators we supply. When it comes to needing a new generator for your property or business, be sure to buy from Generator Pro.

Having been selling generators for a number of years, we have honed our range to ensure it best meets our customers’ requirements. We cater for all markets and our range of generators are capable of powering everything from your home to industrial equipment. We offer a price match promise, so when you buy a generator from Generator Pro, you’re guaranteed to receive the best possible price. With free delivery on all of the generators we have available for sale, you don’t need to worry about any unexpected costs.
 



 High Quality Generators

All of the generators we have available for sale, are from big name brands such as Honda. At Generator Pro, we only offer high quality generators to ensure our customers purchase only reliable and long lasting generators. No matter what type of generator you might want to buy, we have you covered at Generator Pro. The most common type of generators for sale are back up power generators; all of which are available to buy directly through out website. When purchasing a generator, you need to take into consideration what you might be using it, to ensure your new generator is capable of handling the power consumption.
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 Not sure where to start? Try our First Time Buyers Tool!
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 Latest News

See our blog for the latest news, updates and offers. We regularly post about current industry topics and helpful information relating to generators.
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 After seeing other online reviews for Generator Pro, I gave them a call. I needed a 5 year old 9KW Generac propane generator serviced (routine preventative maintenance). I called the office on a Tuesday in mid September and spoke with Keisha who could not be more pleasant and accommodating. She was truly happy for my business and fully explained what to expect with regard to time, scope of service and anticipated cost. They were able to schedule me for a Thursday time slot of the same week. Kyle was the technician who arrived right on time (I was given a 2 hour possible window and he arrived after about 20 minutes). He got straight to work and allowed me to watch and ask questions, ostensibly so I might be able to do quick troubleshooting myself in the event of a problem). He answered every question and explained the work he was doing. The battery that starts the generator was marginal after about 5 years and he gave me the option to replace if I wished. Batteries have gone up in price recently due to supply chain challenges and I opted to have him install a replacement (which he had with him), rather than having to deal with a problem mid winter. After the quick service was completed, he did a quick test of the auto transfer switch by turning off the house power briefly. The generator started quickly and without hesitation. I am now good for another year and will definitely contact Generator Pro again for any service needs.

Lyndy Burnham
3 months ago




Friendly, professional, knowledgeable. Generator Pro made me an appointment quickly, for a tune up service on my Generac. They were friendly and clear about price and expectations. Kyle, the technician that came out, was very knowledgeable and took time to explain things. Michelle in the office was great with scheduling and post-appointment follow up.For what was needed, the service wasn’t cheap, but no home services are these days and it’s hard to put a price on quality service in a timely manner. It’s a rare thing in southern NH to get an appointment in a few days, plus competent service. I knew the price going in (they were up front) and I would pay it again to keep working with Generator Pro. I know I’m not alone in being sour on home services companies, and Generator Pro definitely stood out in a good way.

Zach Billings
6 months ago




I got several quotes for a generator. and an electrical panel upgrade All were around the same price, but when Doug was checking out the house to prepare the quote he noticed a gas smell and spent a good bit of time looking for the leak. I figured that if someone spent that much effort for something that wasn’t his issue and for someone who wasn’t a customer that that was a very good sign, so I took the Generator Pro quote. They were great through the whole process. They kept me informed of what the steps would be and how long to expect things to take (generators were on back order, so it took several months to arrive). The crews were friendly and professional. The quality of work was excellent. I was very happy with the install, although a little on the fence about spending so much on a gas line connected, auto-start generator. Then, about 3 weeks after the install was complete we lost power in my neighborhood. The lights went out briefly; the generator came on and we were back to normal throughout the outage (which lasted several hours). It was fantastic, and I couldn’t be happier with the generator.Overall I recommend a whole house auto-start generator. If you are going to get one then Generator Pro is the company to do it. They are reliable, helpful and did a great job for me.

High WInds
a year ago
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   Georgina C-D 
 29/06/2023
 
 
  Solar panel with lights and USB for shed.
Very fast service. Excellent product at a competitive price. Overall a fantastic experience. Thank you.
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   Howard Marshall 
 27/04/2023
 
 
  During the possible rolling black-out period in the UK I ordered a Champion Generator from Generator Pro. There just weren't any and Generator Pro had the best offer at the time, not their fault but it took ages to arrive.
When it did arrive it was built like the outside brick you know what, it was also much larger than I anticipated. I had ordered it based on energy out-put not energy input, it would have cost a good chunk of change to run even in a emergency situation since fuel prices had gone up in the interim. Well with cap in had I rang Kim at GeneratorPro and said I had made a mistake (mine not theirs) and could I return it if I bought an alternative Champion generator from them. Kim spoke with Champion and GenaratorPro and Champion agreed the return as long as it was in like new condition which it was. It cost a bit to have a palliated generator returned and a replacement quickly appeared. I now have a small output generator with a smaller energy input and the added bonus of Dual Fuel (Petrol/Liquid Gas) still built like the outside brick you know what. Haven't started it yet don't want to get it dirty (no just getting the correct 16a plugs etc). There bit of a story but all true, thank you to Kim at GeneratorPro and Champion. Howard

It's now the 27th April 2023 and I have an update to my review above. I started my replacement generator today, I filled the oil as directed and what I did was pull the started handle (not electric) to rotate the engine with the ignition off to make sure the parts inside were coated with oil before starting. I 1/2 filled the fuel tank and using the electric starter turned the generator over for a moment and it started straight away, let it warm up and put 2kw of load for 35 minutes then put it away in my new plastic outdoors storage box along with fuel, fire extinguisher etc. a good day.
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   AlisonQ 
 13/04/2023
 
 
  They provided an LPG Generator. It’s definitely the way forward! It had to be imported but arrived reasonably quick. Customer service great when arranging delivery. They arranged delivery to suit me . Green Gear generator came recommended by NCASS as a generator ideal for small mobile catering business. Yet to fire it up but it looks great! It is a heavy piece of kit but has handles and wheels for easy movement. Purchased a 7kw model and price was competitive.
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   David Gregory 
 13/02/2023
 
 
  Purchased a MIG welder
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   Aidan O'Carroll 
 21/01/2023
 
 
  After keeping me informed about shipping delays , theynidentified a similar generator that would arrive quicker and delivered this as fast as they could. It arrived in good order and is now being used with no problems
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   Roger 
 23/12/2022
 
 
  Helpful and very prompt service at a competitive price, would recommend them.
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   Gerald Dymott 
 16/12/2022
 
 
  Advised me when the item became available - due to short supply issue. Delivered within 48 hours.
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   Rik White 
 13/12/2022
 
 
  Bought a backup generator from them. Very good and thorough advise on the phone. Item arrived very quickly and exactly as advertised. Recommended
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